Tentative: English Program Three-Year Course Rotation (2022-23, 2023-24, 2024-25)

1020E (Understanding Literature Today)
1024E (Forms of Fiction)
1027F (The Storyteller’s Art I: Introduction to Narrative)
1028G (The Storyteller’s Art II: Topics in Narrative—Climate Fiction)
1901E (Foundations in the New Liberal Arts)
2033E (Children’s Literature)
2071F (Speculative Fiction: Science Fiction)
2072G (Speculative Fiction: Fantasy)
2xxxxE or F/G (Catholic Authors or Crime Writing or Water & Civilization or TBA)
2202F or G (Poetics) and/or 2203F/G (Narrative Theory)
2299F (Critical Practice)
2301E (British Literature Survey)
2501E (Canadian Literature Survey) or 2501E (American Literature Survey) or 2601E (Global Literatures in English Survey)
32xxF or G (advanced theory course)
3330E (Shakespeare)
1.0 or 1.5 3xxx pre-1800 course(s)
1.0 or 1.5 3xxx post-1800 course(s) (may include drama)
3999F or G (Creative Writing)
4xxxF (Seminar: topic TBA)
4xxxG (Seminar: topic TBA)